(Match report prepared by Jeff Swartz)
The second 2020 Field Target event at Fairfield
Sportsmen’s Association was held on August 2nd.
Compared to the relentless heat at the first match, the
weather was much cooler and overcast much of the day.
The targets on the course ranged in difficulty from a low
of 17.6 Troyer to a high of 45.3 Troyer. The overall course was rated at 32.5
Troyer and the level of difficulty was in the middle of the “hard” category.
However, for a hard course the average target distance was rather short at just
over 30 yards, but that was more than offset by the many smaller kill zones.
Lighting was a factor on several targets as they were tucked into dark shaded
positions and were difficult to range or even see with the naked eye. The
prevalence of short targets meant that many were positioned steeply downhill.
The course was intended to be fully AAFTA Grand Prix compliant, but last minute
measurement dropped one lane slightly below 40 meaning there were only 9 of
the 10 required 40+ yard targets. Only one target was hit by 100% of shots taken,
and that was the near target on lane 15 which had a ¾” KZ and was positioned at
22 yards. Oddly enough, it’s Troyer of 29 meant there were 9 easier targets on
the course. Other than the forced position lanes, which obviously had some of
the lowest hit percentages, the hardest target was the far target on lane 9.
Positioned at 52 yards and with a 1 ½” KZ, it was only hit 50% of the time. There
were 5 targets on the course with a higher Troyer rating than this one.
Fourteen shooters from four Field Target classes showed up. Of the 11 shooters
in Hunter PCP class, Bill Rabbitt ran away from the pack with a score of 58. A
good 6 shots back was Mike Clark with a 52 and Don Baum with a 51. The other 3
classes only had 1 shooter in each. Eric Jones shot a 23 in Hunter Piston, Keith
Walters scored 56 in Open PCP, and Tyler Patner shot a 58 in WFTF PCP to tie with
Bill for the high score of the day.
We again want to recognize Dennis Baker and Baker Airgun who donated all of
our raffle items. Many of us are frequent customers of Baker Airgun and we
appreciate having a shop that we can trust, as well as one known for their
generosity. Thank you to all who attended.
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